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RESEARCH MANAGEMENT 

of the 
Alaskan Outer Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment Program 

Introduction and Purpose 

The Alaskan OCS Environmental Assessment Program (OCSEAP) is conducted 
for the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) by the Environmental Research 
Laboratories of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 
This program is intended tb provide timely environmental data to support 
the leasing, development, and production of the petroleum,reserves of the 
Alaskan outer continental shelf. This is one of the largest integrated, 
geographically-focused~natural science research programs ever attempted, and 
it has been necessary to develop, in both the environmental and management 
sciences, a philosophy and technique of research management to operate OCSEAP. 
The purpose of this document is to describe this research management approach 
and show how this vast program is planned and operated. 

Objectives and History of OCSEAP 

The results of the environmental studies managed by OCSEAP are used by 
the BLM and other Federal and State agencies in making decisions.relating 
to the leasing and management of the oil and gas resources on the Alaskan 
outer continental shelf. Information about possible environmental hazards 
or sensitive areas must be evalu,ated before tracts are selected for leasing. 

I . 

After -tracts have been leased, this information is used for formulating 
operating regulations, developing programs for long-term Tl)Onitoring of 
changes that may result from development, and providing benchmarks for 
measuring changes. 

In May 1974, the BLM requested that NOAA initiate a program of environ
mental assessment in the Northeast Gulf of Al~ska in anticipation of a 
possib1e oil and gas lease sale in the region in earli 1976. These studies 
were initiated in July 1974. In October 1974, the BLM requested a major. 
expansion of the environmental assessment program to encompass five additional 
areas of the continental shelf of Alaska. In October 1975, BLM requested an 
extension of the studies into the Norton and Chukchi Seas and Lower Cook 
Inlet. In response to these requests, an integr~ted five year plan was 
developed and scientific efforts were extended into the Bering Sea, Chukchi 

Sea, Beaufort Sea, Lower Cook Inlet and the Western Gulf of Alaska. In these 
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general areas, nine potential lease areas have been identified (Exhibit 1 ), 

each of which is presently involved in a different stage of the leasing 
process, reflecting its place on the leasing schedule. The leasing 
schedule is under constant _review and undergoes frequent changes, affecting 
both the planning of the research program and the kind of decisions required 
to be made at a given time. The BLM thus needs information from OCSEAP on 
an ongoing basis in a form that i-s immediately app~icable to decision making. 

Organization 
OCSEAP contains both headquarters and field functions; a Program Office 

is located in Boulder, Colorado, and Project .Offices are located in Fairbanks 

and Juneau, Alaska (Exhibit 2). 
OCSEAP•s major functions- include the following: 

1. Specify data, models, maps and information needed for environmental 
assessment or the Alaskan OCS; 

2. Prepare annual plans; 

3. Negotiate contracts and interagency agreements to carry out the 
plans. 

4. Coordinate resea~ch investigations; 

5. Determine ship and aircraft schedules and provide logistic 
support to investigators; 

. 6. Monitor contracts, eva 1 uate performance, and take corre.ctive 
aGtion if necessary; 

7. Schedule and monitor data flow; 

8. Combine and integrate the data collected; 

9. Deri~e-an understanding of how the environment in a lease area 
work~ as a physical-biological system; 

I 

]0. Prepare and distripute reports; 

11. Provide program output for assessments, making tim~ly input for 
decisions on leasing and development; and 

12. Organize, fund, train, equip, and manage Spilled Oil Research Teams. 
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The Program Office is reponsible for overall program development, 
planning, organization, staffing, direction, control, selection of investi
gators and coordination. This office interacts with the BLM and other Federal 
agencies in Washington, D.C., and also with the BLM Outer Continental Shelf 
Office in Anchorage for program management and implementation. The Project 
Offices, with policy and program guidance from the Program Office, are 
responsible for the day-to-day implementation of the detailed research plans 

' 
for assigned lease areas. They interact directly with the investi9ator~ in 
the field. The Juneau Project Office is responsible for subarctic lease 

'areas and the Fairbanks Project Office for the arctic lease areas. These 
offices provide specific guidance, management, administrative and fiscal 

control for projects under their purview. They provide detailed logistical 
support and scheduling services to the Principal Investigators (Pis), and 
plan, schedule, implement and manage the operational activities of the Pis 

through tracking by the Project Trackers. 

' OCSEAP 1
S scientific and plann_ing staff are'in all three of the above 

offices, and the _three offices operate as a team. Centered in the Program 
Office is the Research Planning Committee (RPC), composed of an interdis

ciplinary senior scientific staff drawn from the Program and Project Offices. 
The RPC serves in an advisory capacity to the Director, and provides· 

scientific capabilities to identify needs, .define objectives, establish 
scientific requirements and set priorities necessary to carry out the program 
objectives. Also in the Program Offic~. management activities such as data 
management, logistics coordination, program analysis~ administrative services, 
and technical information dissemination take place. These topics will be 
discussed in more detail in later sections. 

Each of the Project Offices consists of a director •. logistics coordinator, 
data management support, and a· scientific support and project tracking s,taff. 

The offices are organized in sue~ a way as to be especially flexible to 

meet changing program needs. There is a staff scientist, in one of the 
three offices, who is responsible for each of the major disciplines concerned; 
among the scientific staff of all the 6ffices, all disciplines are covered. 

The scientist for a particular discipline is responsible for planning the 

overall research program and monitoring the progress and findings in that 

discipline. This scientist also organizes and participates in scientific 
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review workshops for his discipline. OCSEAP's organization also includes 
a lease area coordinator for each general leasing region. Tbis scientist 
is responsible for keeping track of the research program, findings and 
information needs for a specific lease area, and insuring that the 
research plan for that lease area is integrated, provides adequate data 
and responds to users' needs. He works closely with each of the disci
plinary scientists, and is responsible for planning workshops involving 
Pis.and BLM to provide input to the interdisciplinary research plan. 

Research Management Cycle 
The management system OCSEAP has evolved is outlined in Exhibit 3. 

This exhibit shows the interrelationships between the sponsor and principal 
user (BLM), OCSEAP management, and the primary producers of the technical 
information (Pis). In addition, other major inputs into the process are 
included. This Research Management Cycle diagram represents the cycle of 
activities employed for FY77-78, and it shows how each level of the manage
ment system contributes to the overall process at any given time during 
the cycle. Although the basic strategy remains the same· from year to year, 
the specific methods used to produce required documents and plans are 
continually being updated; therefore, FY77 and FY78 are not identical on 
this diagram. Certain continuing functions have been omitted, such as the 
research synthesis and application performed by the BLM in the preparation 
of Environmental Impact Statements and regulatory procedures for OCS 
activities, as well as the quarterly progress reporting cycle of the Pis 
to OCSEAP and OCSEAP to the BLM. 

As shown in the diagram, there are a variety of inputs taken into 
consideration in the course of planning the research program for any given 
year. Plans are developed by means of an iterative process utilizing 
information from the BLM, the Pis, OCSEAP staff scientists, and other users 
of our data, e.g., industry, environmental groups, and the State of Alaska. 
This information comes to OCSEAP through meetings, workshops, reviews, and 
reports. The major planning documents for the program are the Program 
Development. Plan (PDP) and a series of Technical Development Plans (TDPs), 
one for each lease area and one for non-site-specific studies. The TOPs 
present the scientific program for the funding year in considerable detail, 
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and establish the long-term (5 year) direction and emphasis of the 

program. The TOPs are revised annually. The PDP outlines the general 
approach and long-term management strategy taken by OCSEAP. The PDP 
was prepared in response to stated BLM needs, ahd includes goal~ and 
objectives of the program, the general technical approach, user require
ments, geog~aphic ~reas covered, related research, program implementation, 

general schedule, the Program Management Plan, the types of studies 
included in the program, considerations_in setting priorities, definition 
of specific tasks, methods for handling, integrating, and synthesizing 

the data, definitions of the interim products and deliverables, and a 

description of resources available to OCSEAP. This document was accepted 
by BLM in January 1977. 

The program requires annual adjustment within the overall context of 
the long-range plan in order to fit budget constraints and lease schedules. 

Annual TOPs are prepared for each lease area, describing the studies to _be 
conducted during that year and providing rationale for them, showing how 
they relate to the PDP. TOPs for the next fiscal year are submitted to 
BLM each April for approval. The~e documents reflect the current budget, 
B"LM' s s pee ifi c needs, input from pane 1 s composed of other users of the 
data, and the results of the last year•s research. Workshopsi including 

' disciplinary reviews, planning meetings, and synthesis meetings, enable OCSEAP 
staff, BLM personnel,- and outside- experts to interact and provide input into 
the planning proc~ss, as described below~ 

A typical scheduling of workshops and reviews are listed in Exhibit 4. 
These meetings are greatly varied in format and purpose, but are of three 

general types: disciplinary workshops, pl~nning workshops, and synthesis 
workshops. The disciplinary workshops have taken the form of scientific 
reviews, in which Pis, staff scientists and outside experts in a particular 
discipline dis~uss ongoing studies and output in light of the kind of 
information necessary to meet users• needs. In addition, Pis utilize these 

meetings to arrange coordination and data exchange, and the OCSEAP staff 
and Pis interact to provide input to future studies and program management. 

The second type of workshop is the planning workshop. These are held to 
discuss the scientific program content of future integrated study efforts, 

to discuss specific scientific problems, and to plan field programs to 
address_ solutions. The third type of workshop-: the synthesis workshop -
brings together appropriate Pis working in or knowledgeable about_a specific 
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lease area, as well as staff scientists and BLM personnel. At these 

meetings, participants concentrate on identifying key issues, critical 
species and habitats, and important processes and interactions in terms of 

possible impingement from oil and ·gas development in the particular lease 

area being considered. They also provide timely input to program planning. 

These synth~sis workshops promote interdisciplinary interpretation of 

information and result in interdisciplinary reports by lease areas. I,Jhenever 

possible, synthesis meetings are scheduled to provide input to decisions 

on the lease schedule. 

Research Planning and Implementation System 
The actual mechanics of planning and implementing individual research 

efforts cannot be shown conveniently in the Res~arch Cycle Diagram (Exhibit 3). 

This process is shown in Exhibit 5 - the Research Project Flow Chart. This 

chart shows more detail of the management stages in the development of an 

individual research activity. In particular, the flow chart attempts to 

make clear the various stages of discussion and feedback during the 

initial, conceptual stages of a project. These allow focusing of the studies 
upon relevant science and the coordination of the proposed project with 

other ongo{ng research, with the goals of the PDP, and with OCSEAP 1 s 

logistics plans. The mechanism through which the events shown in Exhibit 5 

are translated into reality are documented in the proposal processing 

outlines illustrated in Exhibits 6, 7, and 8. The three outlines for 

proposal processing address renewal proposals for existing OCSEAP research 

units, unsolicited proposals, and proposals received through Requests for 

Proposals (RFPs). 

OCSEAP has addressed the overa n needs of the BLM for en vi ronmenta l 

information by developing a group of tasks and subtasks that ask the 

questions that must be answered in order to make valid environmental 
assessments. The general task areas are: contaminant baselines, sources, 
hazards, transport, ·receptors, and effects. There are about fifty-five 

subtasks covered under these general categories; these are listed and 

described in the PDP. Not all of the subtasks are relevant for each lease 

area; the TOPs describe those that are to be addressed in each lease area 

each year. Design of these programs is based on the lease area 1 s current 

place on the leasing schedule (i.e. what level of information is needed, in 
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what time frame), infdrmation from previous research in the area -both 
OCSEAP and other studies, type of problems identified in the lease area 
that are potentially of concern in light bf oil and gas development, 
scientific state of the art, and budget constraints. 

Specific research projects begin as the result of RFPs in an area that 
has been identified as requiring study, unsolicited proposals, or renewals 
of ongoing projects. When a need for work in a new geographic or disci
plinary area is identified, an RFP is sent out (Exhibit 6). The proposals 
received through this process undergo. a review by a panel of experts in 
the field as well as a Source Evaluation Board review prior to being 
funded. Unsolicited proposals (Exhibit 7) are carefully screened by a 
staff scientist and outside reviewers, as well as being reviewed and 
approved by the OCSEAP director and the BLM. The renewal proposals 
(Exhibit 8) are reviewed and altered, if necessary, to meet the changing 
requirements of the program, based on the criteria listed in the paragraph 
above. Emphasis may be on a different lease area than was studied the 
previous year, a different focus in the same lease area, or a different 
level of effort. As part of the proposal negotiation phase, a guidance 
letter is sent to the PI (see Exhibit 9- example guidance letter). This 
letter gives general guidance to the PI regarding the next year•s researc~, 
including the Jease areas to be considered, funding guidance, percentage 
of effort to be expended in each lease area, type of studies desired, 
coordination expected to occur between related research units, information 
on future years• planned research, and products expected from the research 
unit. Actual instructions for preparing and submitting research proposals 
to OCSEAP are contained in the OCSEAP Principal Investigator•s Handbook. 
The handbook includes outlines for logistic requirements, activity 
reporting, data ma-nagement, ·and other routine aspects of the management 
system. All proposals received are carefully examined to insure that 
they are addressing the questions identified in the PDP, are scientifically 
sound, economically sound, logistically feasible, and supplement rather 
than overlap existing or previous research. 
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Research Monitoring 
An integral part of the OCSEAP management system revolves around the 

continuing process of research monitoring or "tracking 11
• This involves 

the assignment of a specific OCSEAP staff scientist or "tracker" to each 
research project, usually long before the research actually begins. This 
scientist develops and maintains communications between the PI and the 
management .staff on all aspects of the research effort. The tracker 
handles most proposal negotiations, data- flow problems, logistics scheduling, 
and report processing, and periodically follows progress of each research 
unit guided by the Tracker's Checklist (Exhibit 10). Normally, the tracker 
consults with the researcher several times a year at synthesis workshops, 
disciplinary workshops, site visits, and PI visits to the Project Offices. 
Routine communication takes piace by telephone in the interim. Trackers 
are responsible for monitoring the progress of their assigned research 

·units, reviewing performance, quality control of data, and progress in 
meeting objectives of the research within the goals of OCSEAP. They also 
summarize the status and highlight scientific findings of each project 
quarterly and annually for use by the management staff and for inclusion 
in required status reports. 

Logistics Planning and Implementation 
Because of the remoteness, size, and harsh climate of the study 

area, logistics planning and implementation are integral factors in the 
success of the research program. Logistic requirements are projected one 
to two years,-and logistics planning interacts constantly with both research 
programs and ship and aircraft scheduling. Annual operational plans are 
developed by the logistics officer within each Project Office. These plans 
are forwarded to the Program Office, where they are reviewed by the 
Logistics Coordinator to determine consistency with policy, feasibility, 
adequacy, and to identify required coordination for the program as a 
whole. The basis for developing the logistics plans are the TOPs and the 
logistics requirements questionnaires filled out by each PI. ·The pian 
submitted by each Project Office is a coordinated plan for all studies 
assigned to that office. These plans include a detailed schedule of 
events; integrated ship support requirements; integrated aircraft support 
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requirements; integrated quarters and subsistence support requirements; 
identification and resolution of special problems; scheduled movement and 
deployment of personnel, equipment, ships, and aircraft; details, timing, 

and requirements for support facilities; identification of required funding 

and source; and contingency plans. 
Implementation of project objectives is insured through methods 

such as the cruise instructions utilized on each ship cruise. Scientific 
objectives are stated, each sample type to be collected is described 

with methods for recording the data, equ~pment to be furnished is listed, 

and maps are provided of sampling locations. A Chief Scientist representing 
OCSEAP is present on cruises; he has the authority to revise or alter the 
technical portions of the cruise instructions, within established limits, 

as work progresses and problems arise, and he submits a report at the 
end of each cruise. 

Data Management 
Data management is concerned with the quality of data collected, from 

the planning of data collection through the storag~and archiving of data 
in a data base system that will support the requirements of users. The 

overall management and coordination of this portion of the program is 
provided by the Program Manager for data and information systems, located 

-
in the Program Office. Data managers for each Project Office are responsible 

for the timely flow of data from investigators and are the point·of 
contact with the Pis on data management matters. The Environmental Data 

Service (EDS) of NOAA is the data center responsible for developing the data 
base and archiving appropriate environmental data resulting from OCSEAP. 
Ea~h PI prepares his data in accordance with guidelines in the OCSEAP 

Principal Investigator•s Handbook, and forwards the data on a periodic basis 

to the data manager in his Project Office. These data are then sent to EDS, 
which reviews the data and accompanying documentation and· checks all 
data sets received for technical errors, validity and ranges, and 
agreement with the OCSEAP data format. On acceptance, the data are 

. ' 

archived. EDS services users• requests, which are channeled through 
OCSEAP, and provides products such as listings of available data, maps 
of specified parameters, and statistical analyses of data. 
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Program Products 
There are several categories of products being prepared by OCSEAP. In 

the first category are reports that are required to be submitted to BLM on 
a regular basis. These include PI Quarterly and Annual Reports, OCSEAP's 
Quarterly Status Report, and the Annual Technical and Executive Summary 
Reports. OCSEAP compiles the PI reports into volumes for publication, 
grouping them into categories. The Quarterly Status Report contains 
scientific highlights for the quarter, a report on data flow, ~perations 
summaries, and ship cruise reports. The Annual Technical Summary Report 
is based on PI Annual Reports and summarizes the information available 
in each lease area, attempting to give an overall picture of research 
status in the lease area. The Executive Summary Report contains high
lights of the Annual Technical Summary Reports, emphasizing key issues and 
concerns in each lease area. 

The second category of products includes reports, data products, and 
other materials prepared for BLM in reponse to their requests or as the 
result of special meetings. Reports from synthesis meetings are in this 
category, as are data products specified by BLM for use in preparing 
Environmental Impact Statements or setting leasing stipulations. 

The third category consists of the 11 deliverables 11 or "interim products 11
, 

typically in the form of maps, charts, graphs, and models. These are hard, 
identifiable items produced from the data and from integration and correla
tions of the data from individual projects. These interim products are 
produced and provided to increasing resolution and specification in accord 
with the needs at successive decision points in the leasing schedule. As 
the program progressesi these are collated with accompanying text to 
produce updated and improved drafts of synthesis reports for each lease 
area. 

Summary 
The management strategy illustrated and described in this document has 

been developed in response to the needs of the l~rge, diverse and complicated 
program of environmental studies managed by OCSEAP. The program is con
stantly evolving as the users• needs change and as experience progresses. 
This document describes the OCSEAP approach existing in November 1977. 
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EXHIBIT 3 

OCSEAP RESEARCH MANAGEMENT CYCLE 

FY76TlFY77 1976 1977 FY77lFY78 l977l1978 
-·---------~--~S~EP~--~--~OC~T~--~~~N=O=V==,-~·~~D~EC~~~~~JA~N~~~·--~F~E=B--~·~--~MA~R~--~--~A~P~R----~--~M~AY~--~--~JU~N~~~·--~J~lll~L--~---rA~UffG~9!~·---2S~EP~--~--~O~C~T----·~--~NO~VL_ __ ~·--~D~EC~--~--~J~A~N--~~--~FE~B~--~·---flMAillRL_~~·--~A~PR~--~·--_JM~A~Y--~.----J~UlliN __ ~·~--~JU~L~--~·--_lA&UG~--~·--~S~fER_P __ ~-----

FY78 Initial FY78 TOP Format I Final ~ r r:::-
Objectives Funding & PDP ,.-----.~'TOP Review FY78 ,-----1..-~ i: BLM FY79 Review ~ 

BLM r PDP Review l & Goals Guidance Acceptance J------------....--...J Budget ~ -o Pri o iti es Objectives Rati ona 1 e' _I J E 
statement ~ ~ t r il & Goals RUs rt._ __ T_D_P_R_e_v_i_e_w __ ~----l ,---.. g: 

o... ·;: .g & Needs Statement ~ • c::e 
o llJ :::::) ,..-----------....;_--+1 & Budget o... 1- ex ro o 

~; ------l- -1---- -- - -- -- --- ----------- - -- ----- -- - -- -- -- --- - +- - -- -- t- -1- -- 1---- - - t-- -- - - - - -1- + - - - - -~~ ' ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - 1-- - .--

L 

OTHER 
INPUTS 

Users• 
Panel 

ioisci~inary -;orkshops: 
Synthesis vJorkshops ____ _ 

I Planning Workshops I 

Users• 
Panel 

r[)j sci pii nary Sci enti fW 
I Reviews 
1 Synt hesis \IJorkshops _I ___ _ 

Planning/Coordination t~
~orks h~s r- _ _ _j 

Coordination 
Panel L0_--- r _i 

~r~m~a; 1 --- -~~i~.; -~ ,------------- --- - ----
r-- -t-- - ~ - - - - - - -1- - 1-----J - - - - -1---- ---1---- -- __ .__f.------

- ----1--1------

OCSEAP 
Prepare 
PDP 

FY78 Planning1f RUs ~TOP Revision 
Meet,·ng 1 1 

1TDP Review] PDP Revisions I 
I 

& TOp Format I TOP preparation ! 1 r-------IL.-A_n-:nr:-u_a l_R_e_p_o_r_t_R_e_v_i_e_w_a n_d_s_u_m_m_a t_,_· o_n ____ -'1 Contract 
'------.,-------~ Deve 1 opment ..---.L--'-----_, r----l~ p . ~ Prepare Renewal j reparat1on 

I 
I l-- Proposal Guidance 

FY78 
~------~~Program 

Revision Prototype 1 
FY79 TOP TOP I j ...._~ TOP Revisions 

• 1 • , TOP Revi.ew I !List Tent ative!!. Rat1onale 1 f Annual Report, Review and Summation 1--
~RUs r Completed~~~ITDP Preparation I l ~~~·~~~--~~~~--~--~~~~------~ 

~,·~----~----~ l .----------------------------------
r~--~--~--....;_-----------~--~ Prepare Renewal _!contract Preparation r Pl I 8 . ld 0 -.. Proposal Guidance .r--t 

Plan '77 Field Operations I i'legotiationsj - --! - - - - t-~ t- -1----------- f-- -----lr -- -- wr--===---...1-1 an 7 Fle 1perations r-- - - - - - - - - - - -1--- - - - - r~,ot~ion_s I - -~-

- - ------1 -C-omp-l-ete~ ~6 - -- L-a-bo_r_a to_r_y ~-Da t-a-S-yn-th-es ;-s-1-_____ T,;,._ __ 

Field Season __..Analysis & Reports 
---------+1 Annual Report 

Preparation 
PIS - Submit Report & Reports 

Plan Field Field Season 1--....-1 
1-. Operati ansi-------------~ Preparation 

Bold-outlined events represent critical steps in the process. 
Dashed-outlined events represent occurrences that may take place at various ti mes throughout the 
year. 

See text for further explanation. 13 

Peak Field Season 

Contract Awards 
I L--~~Prepare Renewal Proposals l 

Laboratory Data Synthesis~--------
Analys is ~ & Reports -- -Complete '77 

Field Season 
- Submit Report 

r--.- & Report ~..-_.:..._ ___ .J------- Annual Report 
Preparat ion l Peak 

Plan Field t-------------.JField Seasont----~ .. 
Operations Preparation 

Field Season 

Contract 
Awards 

Complete ' 78 
Field Season 
- Submit Report 





Disciplinary Workshops 

A 11 Di scip 1 ines 
Hydrocarbons 
Birds 
Intertidal 
Interti da 1 
Microbiology 
Physical Oceanography/Meteorology 
Birds 
Permafrost 
Chemistry 
Physical Oceanography/Meteorology 
Chemistry Review 
Birds and Mammals Review 

EXHIBIT 4 

WORKSHOPS 

Physical Oceanography/Meteorology Review 
Biological Effects Review 
Geo 1 ogy Review 
Fish, Benthos Review 

Planning Workshops 

Barrier Island Lagoon Study 
Bering Sea Integrated Program 
Barrier Island Lagoon Study 
Lower Cook Inlet 
Barrier Island Lagoon Study 
Lower Cook Inlet Biological Coordination 
Barrier Island Lagoon Study 
Kodiak Integrated Program 

Synthesis Workshops 

Lower Cook Inlet 
Northeast Gulf of Alaska (NEGOA) 
Beaufort Sea 
Kodiak 
Lower Cook Inlet 
Beaufort-Chukchi 
Bering Sea 
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5 Apr. 75 
9-10 Dec. 75 

11-12 Dec. 75 
13-14 Jan. 76 
29-30 ~1ar. 76 
10-11 Aug. 76 
13-15 Oct. 76 
20-22 Oct. 76 

5 Jan. 77 
16-18 Feb. 77 
17-19 May 77 
12-15 Sep. 77 
25-28 Oct. 77 
9-11 Nov. 77 

29 Nov.-1 Dec. 77 
30 Jan.-3 Feb. 78 

17 Apr.-21 Apr. 78 (scheduled) 

28-30 Jul. 76 
3-6 Oct. 76 
3-5 Dec. 76 
8-10 Mar.- 77 
6-8 Apr. 77 
7-11 Nov. 77 
6-8 Dec. 77 

30 Jan. 78 

16-18 Nov. 76 
11-13 Jan. 77 
7-11 Feb. 77 
8-10 Mar. 77 

· 16-20 Jan. 78 
23-27 Jan. 78 
20-24 Mar. 78 (scheduled) 





INFORMAL OCSEAP REVIEW 
for: 

1) Relevance to PDP 
2) Scientific feasibility 
3) Logistic feasibility 

INFORMAL CONSULTATION 

BLM AK OCS Office 

TOP GENERATION 

PO and RPC 

Objectives, methods, 
data products, pro
jected funding 

OCSEAP GUIDANCE 
to existing Pis 
for Renewals 

State of AK Liaison 
Knowledgeable scientists 

TOP APPROVAL ~ 
~ 

OCSEAP REQUEST 
FOR PROPOSALS 
to 

KEY 

IDEA! 

PO, RPC, or 
BLM initiated 

AK = Alaska 

~.~ 
~ DECISION 

OCSEAP Director 

REJECTION 

Impractical with respect to logistics 
Irrelevant with respect to OCSEAP 
objectives 
Unreasonably expensive 
Unlikely to achieve scientific goals 

BLM 

BLM = Bureau of Land Management 
OCS = Outer Continental Shelf 
PDP = Program Development Plan 
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PO = Project Office (either Juneau or Fairbanks ) 
RPC = Research Planning Committee 
TOP = Technical Development Plan 
USGS = U.S . Geological Survey (Conservation Divi sion ) 

Scientific 
Community 

EXHIBIT 5 

RESEARCH PROJECT FLOW CHART 

See EXHIBIT 6 
for details of 
renewal proposal 
processing. 

~~ l APPROVAL 

J~ 

See EXHIBIT 8 
for details of 
RFP processing. t----------~~' DECISION 

·~ OCSEAP Director 

See EXHIBIT 7 
for details of 
unsol icited 
proposal 
processing. 

POSTPONEMENT l 

I REJECTION I 

CONTRACT AWARD· 

PI: 
- receives funding 

for approved wor k 
- purchases needed 

equipment 
- makes needed staff 

changes and prepara
tions 

INITIATION OF 
SCIENTIFIC STUDIES 

PI Coordinates and 
Executes: 
- field research 
- information collec-

tion and storage 
- analysis and synthesis 

of information 
- project output to 

OCSEAP 

TRACKING/ 
MONITORING 

by PO 

QUARTERLY PROGRESS 
AND PROJ ECT 
EVALUATION 
REPORTS 

to BLM 

INTEGRATION AND 
APPLICAT ION 

By: 
- BLM AK Office 
- USGS 
- State and Federal 

~ QUARTERLY, ANNUAL , 
r-------~-~ AND FINAL REPORT 

SUBMISSION 

Agencies 

SYNTHESIS 

- PI workshops 
- special reports 
- summary ·products, 

in cooperation with 
other research units 

For: Planning and management 
of OCS oil and gas 
lease areas 

DATA COLLATION 
AND INTEGRATION 

- special graphics 
- information exchange 
- catalog 

OUTPUT PRODUCTS 

Submitted to 
appropriate 
archival center 





EXHIBIT 6 

PROPOSAL PROCESSING - RFPs 

DEPT. OF COMMERCE CONTRACTS OFFICE 

- receives and acknowledges all proposals 

t ~ 

OCSEAP CONTRACTING CLERK 

- receives proposals fo~ administration 
- prepares proposals for Experts• Panel review 

' EXPERTS• PANEL REVIEW 

- rates proposals 

t 
OCSEAP CONTRACTING CLERK 

- prepares proposal packages for Source Evaluation 
Board (SEB) review 

' SEB REVIEW 

- receives proposal evaluations 
- prepares recommendations to Source Selection Official 

t ··-

SOURCE SELECTION OFFICIAL 

- acts on recommendations of SEB (concur/non-concur) 
-

t 
DEPT. OF COMMERCE CONTRACTS OFFICE 

- awards contracts 
- issues official notification of selection/non-selection 

t 
OCSEAP CONTRACTING CLERK 

- transmits completed file of SEB proceedings to Research 
s·upport Services 

- sets up active research unit and contract files 
- files nonselected proposal packages in RFP rejection file 
- at SEB discretion sends OCSEAP acceptance/rejection letters 
- notifies Project Office· of new project to monitor and 

assists in setting up Project Office file 
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EXHIBIT 7 

PROPOSAL PROCESSING - UNSOLICITED PROPOSALS 

·OCSEAP CONTRACTING CLERK 

- determines type of proposal and sends review copy to Deputy 
~ 

' OCSEAP DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

- evaluates proposal for program relevance 

y • 
IF RELEVANT IF NOT RELEVANT 

STAFF SCIENTIST CONTRACTING CLERK 

- reviews proposal - types standard rejection letter for 
- determines outside reviewers Deputy Director's signature with 

' 
copy to Project Offices 

- files proposal in rejection file 
CONTRACTING CLERK 

- sends proposal for outside review 
I 

- receives outside review and refers 
to Staff Scientist 

- prepares review package for RPC 

' RPC -
- reviews proposal and recommends / 

action to Director 

' DIRECTOR 

- acts on RPC recommendation 
- refers to BLM for review 
- assigns Project Office responsibility 
- obtains BLM approval 

y f ir 

IF APPROVED IF REJECTED IF DECISION POSTPONED 

CONTRACTING CLERK STAFF SCIENTIST STAFF SCIENTIST 

- drafts acceptance letter with - - drafts rejection - informs proposer 
copy to Project Office letter for Direc- w 

- gets concurrence from Admin. Offi- tor's signature 
cer, Logistics Officer, Data CONTRACTING CLERK 
Management Officer, and Staff w 
Scientist CONTRACTING CLERK - keeps in curre~t 

- obtains signature on letter and CD-45 files 
- establishes file for new contract - sends letter 
- assists Project Office in setting up - files in rejection 

file file 
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EXHIBIT 8 

PROPOSAL PROCESSING - RENEWAL PROPOSALS 

PROJECT OFFICE 

- sends Pis guidance letters based 
on TOP 

- reviews proposals for science, 
data management, logistics 

- negotiates revisions, if necessary 
- receives final statements of work 
- notifies PI when work statement 

is satisfactory 

,, 
PROGRAM OFFICE 

OCSEAP Contracting Clerk 

- assembles proposal with any modifi
cations 

- drafts acceptance letter with copy 
to Project Office and Business 
Office 

- prepares CD-45; attaches letter 
- obtains signature of Director 
- logs documents in control ledger 
- sends out documents to Contracts 

Office 

DEPT. OF COMMERCE CONTRACTS OFFICE 

- issues contract modification 

-
-
.... -- -
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PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS/INSTITUTIONS 

- submit proposals 

- revise proposals, if necessary 



Dr.~,---------------
Agency 
City 
State 
Zip code 

EXHIBIT 9 

EXAMPLE GUIDANCE LETTER TO A P.I. 

Reference: OCSEAP Research Unit # 

Dear Dr. 

At this time we are soliciting renewal proposals for the 1978 fiscal year, 
starting 1 October 1977 and ending 30 September 1978. Requests for these 
proposals are based on a Five Year Program Development Plan for the environ
mental assessment of the Alaskan continental shelf. This Plan has been 
developed by our Research Planning Committee. 

We are inviting you, Mr. and Dr. to 
submit a renewal proposal for FY78 for continued oceanographic studies in the 
Norton Sound and Chukchi Sea lease areas. Your proposal should include 
additional FY78 field studies in Norton Sound and the analysis and interpreta-
tion of data collected in Norton Sound and the Chukchi Sea during FY77. 
Because of the relatively low leasing priority in the Chukchi Sea, no addi
tional field work is planned in this lease ar~a during FY78. 

The funding guidance for FY78 is $225,000, to be distributed between the 
ChuKchi Sea and Norton Sound approximately as follows: 

Chukchi Sea 33% 
Norton Sound 67% 

Field studies in the Norton Sound lease area during FY78 should include 
winter current and CTD observations in the St. Lawrence Island/Norton 
Sound region and within Norton Sound proper, since conditions during FY77 
did not permit investigations of the hydrographic regime during winter ice 
cover. 

Summer studies should include detailed hydrographic observations, Eulerian 
and Lagrangian current measurements, and satellite imagery to determine 
the circulation patterns and residence time within Norton Sound and to 
delineate the location, movement and frontal structure of the Yukon River 
discharge plume. 

You should coordinate your FY78 field efforts and the analysis of FY77 
data from Norton Sound with modeling studies to be cond,ucted by Drs. 

and (Research Unit # ) to ensure that, 
~t-o-t~h-e--e-xt~e_n_t __ p_racticab1e, your project will provide useful model input and 
calibration data. 

Expected products from thi.s research activity include: 

1. Digital current meter, pressure gauge, and CTD data submitted 
to OCSEAP in approved-format, processed data types. 
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2. Narrative reports containing descriptions of measurement locations, 
measurement and analysis techniques, sampling frequency and 
duration; descriptions of regional hydrography, results of 
statistical analyses of current meter and pressure gauge records 
and, to the extent permitted by the study, a description of 
regional and nearshore circulation patterns. 

3. The following visual data representations: 

Time plots of filtered current meter and pressure gauge data 
showing both tidal and non-tidal velocity and pressure fluc
tuations. 

Progressive vector diagrams. 

Energy density spectra. 

Plots showing coherence between wind, corrected sea level and
currents. 

Plots showing estimated return frequencies of selected extreme 
values of current, where record lengths permit. 

Maps showing surface drifter traJectories. 

- Maps of horizontal salinity and temperature distribut1on at 
selected depths and isopycnal surfaces. 

~1aps of salinity, temperature, and density distributions on 
selected vertical sections. 

- Time series plots of vertical density and velocity profiles 
at selected anchor stations. 

Satellite imagery photographs that elucidate.key circulation 
features. 

This year's proposal format is requesting informat1on on future years' 
research efforts for those investigators who expect to continue into FY79 
and beyond. We are asking for this additional information because: 1} 
we believe a better program will result when research can be viewed in a 
perspective longer than a single fiscal. year; 2) we will be able to estimate 
future total program costs and the impact of different total budget l.evels; 
and 3} our information base will be improved for writing research plans for 
FY78. Please be assured that we are well aware of the uncertainties 
associated with environmental research, and that no future commitment is 
implied by your furnishing this information. 

Please prepare your renewal proposal according to the enclosed guidelines 
and mail it to the Project Office in time for delivery no 
later than 15 June 1977. We expect to have letters of final decisions on 
all proposals mailed by 22 August 1977. If, in preparation of this renewal 
proposal, you have specific questions regarding this request or the guidance 
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provided, please call or write the Project Office. ,Your inquiry 
will be referred to a staff scientist for an immediate answer. 

We have made our best estimate of what this project should accomplish 
during FY78 to meet BLM needs. However, we encourage you to bring to our. 
attention specific aspects in which you feel that the.above guidance might 
be modified or improved to enhance the overall scientific quality and output 
of the project. You should also keep in mind that OCSEAP must issue 
guidance and invite renewal proposals at this time in order to complete 
review and funding procedures before 1 October 1977. However, the schedule 
for BLM 1

S final approval of the FY78 Technic61 Development Plans is 15 August 
1977. Therefore, your comments on the above guidance will be useful in 
our coming discussions with BLM. 

We would like to thank you for your contributions to OCSEAP and look forward 
to another year of cooperative effort. 

Sincerely, 

Project Manager, -,-------Project Office 

Enclosures 

cc: Program Office 
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Checklist of topics: 

EXHIBIT 10 

TRACKER'S CHECKLIST 

1. Principal Investigator's general evaluation of progress (overview). 

2. Status of data management plan (definition of data, schedule, format, 
quality control, documentation). 

3. Material and personnel (e.g. equipment obtained, personnel hired or 
trained, calibration accomplished). 

4. Literature (e.g. literature reviewed; special literature searches 
accomplished; searches for archived documents, data, and materials). 

5. Sampling (e.g. cruises made, stations visited, samples obtained). 

6. Processing (e.g. samples or materials processed). 

7. Data analyzed (list and describe). 

8. Status of data destined for archives. 

9. Results of analyses to date. 

10. Actual or possible obstacles to contract completion according to schedule. 
Suggestions for alternative strategies. 

ll. Budgetary status of project. 

12. Summary of progress toward targets of contract year (percent): 

a. Samples obtained. 
b. Samples processed. 
c. Samples analyzed. 
d. Data on cards or tape. 

13. Special instructions for project guidance (e.g. formatting and organi
zation of presentations of information and data; needed statistical 
treatments and tests; form and content of final products; special areas, 
relationships, or species of emphasis; course alterations due to devel
oping gaps or changing concepts). 

14. Monitor's views on project progress. 

15. Other comments. 
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